How Approachable Are You?
How approachable are you? Is your “communication” schizophrenic?
Is your life only about your business and the products you sell? Have you ever thought
about your personal influence with individuals?
Did you know that communication is not just verbal? It is also visual. How you
“communicate” can be rich to your potential client (or new friend). The visual
communication is a understanding that one needs a great headshot. Yes, it truly is!
As I look over social media, I see so much bad communication. Both verbal and visual.
Many want to keep their private lives and business lives separate. In today’s social
media conscious world, we become an open book. I’ve seen the ones who portray such
a professional communication on their business site yet show the party guy/girl in their
personal page. Ironically, that’s a form of business schizophrenia. Who are you really?
That individual has only a portion of the potential business they could have because of
mixed communications. In other words, you are LOSING business.
So then, the idea of trust in your social media pages is your form of communication. I
know of someone who seems to kill it in their business side yet seems very crass and
repulsive in their personal life. Eventually that will come back to haunt them. Eventually
their “truth” will be exposed. They may either lose business or be out of business one
day because they can’t play both sides.
So, what face of communication are you willing to give to your public? First impressions
must be consistent with your entire package. It builds trust.
Your headshot is a great form of visual communication. It reflects your truth.
If you want to connect EVERY time, get that headshot done right. We put your best
face forward.
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